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commutes.
The first section of this paper contains results which are needed to prove a decomposition theorem for quasi-projective modules over left perfect rings (Theorem 1.10) . This decomposition is a characterization for quasi-projective modules over left perfect rings. A ring is left perfect if a projective cover (the dual concept of injective envelope) exists for every left i2-module [4, p. 467] . It is known, for example, that left Artinian rings are left perfect [4, p. 467] . Some of the propositions are stated for semiperfect rings which are rings such that every finitely generated module has a projective cover [4, p. 471] .
In the second section the decomposition for quasi-projective modules is used to obtain a decomposition for quasi-injective modules over a special class of rings. For these rings this decomposition characterizes quasi-injective modules. This decomposition theorem (Theorem 2.5) is specialized to the cases where the ring is quasi-Frobenius and where it is a finite dimensional algebra.
It will be assumed that all rings have an identity and that the 713 714 ANNE KOEHLER modules are unital. Modules will be left R-modules, and homomorphisms will be iϋ-homomorphisms unless otherwise stated. When S is the centralizer of R M in the sense of Jacobson [8] , the notation will be abused and be written S -Έnd B (M). Actually, S operates on the right is anti-isomorphic to End R (M) . The radical will mean the Jacobson radical and be denoted by N. A direct sum of card (I) copies of M will be written M 1 unless card (/) = n < co, and then M n will be used in place of M 1 Bass has shown [4* p. 473 ] that if R is a left perfect ring and P is a pro jective module, then P -Σ 0 iϋ^ where ReJNβi is simple and e^ is an idempotent in R. This result will be stated in a different form in the next proposition. PROPOSITION 
Let R be left perfect. Then P is projective if and only if P -Σ£=i 0(-ββί) g(ί) where Rβi is the projective cover of a simple module, e { is an indecomposable idempotent, k is the number of non-isomorphic simple modules, and Rβi & Re 0 if i Φ j.
Proof. Nβi is small in Rβi [4* p. 473] . Hence Rβi is the projective cover of Rei/Nβi and is indecomposable by Proposition 1.3. Since R/N is left Artinian [4> p. 467] , and the simple jβ-modules and the simple JS/iV-modules are the same, there are only a finite number of nonisomorphic simple modules. Also, simple modules are isomorphic if and only if their projective covers are isomorphic.
Proof. ( i ) If M is not indecomposable, then Έnά R (M) has a nonzero idempotent e which is different from the identity. Since neither e nor 1 -e is a unit, Έnd E (M) is not a local ring.
(ii) If M is indecomposable, then M = Jίe/Jβ where J' is an ideal of i2 and e is an indecomposable idempotent. Thus M = i?*e* where 12* = lϋ/J. J?* is semi-perfect [4, Lemma 2.2], Since M is indecomposable as an i2*-module, e* is an indecomposable idempotent. In addition End R (M) = End Λ .(/2*β*) = e*i2*β*. Finally, e*iϊ*e* is a local ring because i?* is semi-perfect and e* is indecomposable [10, p. 76 
i-Σ< i = i
Then J is an ideal because R -Σ 5=-i © Σ £=i © βiRβj Also, Je { = J>; for i = 1 , m.
REMARKS. 1. The proof for Lemma 1.9 remains valid if any subcollection of e ly * e n is used rather than the first m of them.
2. The result that for a semi-perfect ring 1 -e t + + e n where e x , , e n are orthogonal indecomposable idempotents can be found in [10] . 
REMARKS.
1. Theorem 1.10 is true for semi-perfect rings if M is finitely generated.
2. If M is nonzero in Theorem 1.10, then J can be chosen is the radical of the ring. 2* Quasi-injective modules* In the first section a decomposition theorem for quasi-projective modules was obtained. The motivation for attempting to prove this proposition came from a paper by Harada on quasi-injective modules [7] -Now Theorem 1.10 will be used to obtain a characterization for quasi-injective modules over left Artinian rings which have a finitely generated, lower distinguished (contains an isomorphic copy of every simple module), and injective module. This class of rings includes quasi-Frobenius rings and finitely generated algebras over commutative Artinian rings [2]. PROPOSITION 2.1. Let R be left Artinian.
Then R has a finitely generated, lower distinguished, injective module if and only if the injective envelope of every simple module is finitely generated.
Proof. (Given by G. Azumaya). Assume Q is finitely generated, lower distinguished, and injective. Let Q ly , Q k be the nonisomorphic injective envelopes of all the simple modules. Then Thm. 11, p. 268] . Since Q is lower distinguished, h{i) Φ 0 for each i = 1, , k. It follows that each Qi is finitely generated. The converse is clear. PROPOSITION 
// R is left Artίnίan and has a finitely generated, lower distinguished, injective module, then every indecomposable quasi-injective module is finitely generated.
Proof. Let M be indecomposable and quasi-injective, and let Q be its injective envelope. Q is indecomposable [7, Proposition 2.3] , so it is the injective envelope of a simple module [2, Thm. 1, p. 268]. Hence, Q is finitely generated by Proposition 2.1. Since R is left Noetherian, M is finitely generated.
REMARK. If R is perfect, then every indecomposable quasi-projeetive module is finitely generated by Proposition 1.7.
The following proposition was proved by Azumaya for the class of rings in the last two propositions and will be stated without giving his proof. PROPOSITION 
(Duality Theorem). Let R be a left
Artinian ring which has a finitely generated, injective, and lower distinguished module Q, and let S = End R {Q). Then for any finitely generated left R-module X, X* = Hom^X, Q) is a finitely generated right S-module and (X*)* = Hom 5 (X*, Q) = R X.
The same is true for finitely generated S-modules [2, Thm. 8, p. 262 Proof. If M -0, we can choose J' = S. Thus we will assume that M is a nonzero quasi-injective module. It is known that if R is left Artinian, then it is left Noetherian and has only a finite number of simple ϋί-modules. Harada has shown that for left Noetherian rings M = Σ 0 M a where the ikf α 's are indecomposable quasi-injective modules and that this decomposition is unique up to automorphism [7, Prop. 2.5] . If Q a is the injective envelope of M a , then it is the injective envelope of a simple module (see proof of Prop. 2.2). By the dual theorem of Proposition 1.6 and the result that nonisomorphic simple modules have nonisomorphic injective envelopes,
As a result of Proposition 2.2, Mi is finitely generated. By the Duality Theorem Έίom R (M u Q) is a finitely generated, indecomposable, quasi-projective, right S-module. Also, S is right Artinian [2, Thm. Proof. R being quasi-Frobenius implies R is left Artinian, self injective, lower distinguished, and finitely generated [2, Thm. 6, p. 259 
